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Weekly market watch  
 
As at Friday September 8, 2017 

Equities 

Region / Country  
 
Index 

 
Close 

 
Net Change 

Performance 
Year-to-date 52-week 

Asia-Pacific  
Hong Kong  HSI  27668.47 (284.69) 25.79% 15.67% 
India  BSE 30 31687.52 (204.71) 19.06% 9.10% 
Japan  Nikkei  19274.82 (416.65) 0.84% 13.66% 
Singapore  STI  3228.56 (48.70) 11.39% 11.54% 
South Korea  KOSPI  2343.72 (13.97) 15.66% 13.57% 
Taiwan  WSE 10609.95 15.13 14.66% 14.54% 
Shanghai     COMPOSITE 3365.24 (1.88) 3.59% 8.70% 
Europe 
France  CAC  5113.49 (9.77) 5.15% 12.58% 
Germany  DAX  12303.98 161.34 7.17% 15.26% 
Italy  FTSE MIB  21776.66 (81.90) 13.22% 25.33% 
Russia  RTSI  1117.06 17.35 (2.83%) 10.26% 
UK FTSE 100  7377.60 (60.90) 3.29% 7.57% 
Americas 
Brazil  IBOV  73078.85 1155.74 21.34% 21.33% 
Mexico  IPC  50083.80 (997.05) 9.73% 5.62% 
Nasdaq  CCMP  6360.19 (75.14) 18.15% 20.93% 
US  S&P 500  2461.43 (15.12) 9.94% 12.84% 
US   DOW  21797.79 (189.77) 10.30% 17.95% 

 

Bonds 
  

Close 
Yield 

Week ago Month ago Year ago 
10 Year Gilt  0.9900 1.0570 1.1570 0.7580 
10 Year OAT 0.6160 0.6850 0.7170 0.2300 
10 Year Bund  0.3120 0.3790 0.4280 -0.0620 
10 Year Japan  -0.0050 -0.0090 0.0530 -0.0400 
10 Year Treasuries  2.0520 2.1670 2.2630 1.6000 

 Base lending rates 
Prime Rates Latest  6 months ago  12 months ago  
US  4.25 3.75 3.50 
Canada  2.95 2.70 2.70 
Japan  1.48 1.48 1.48 
Britain  0.25 0.25 0.25 
ECB  0.00 0.00 0.00 
Switzerland  0.50 0.50 0.50 
Australia 1.50 1.50 1.50 
Hong Kong  5.25 5.25 5.25 

% change is for indication only; local currency except where stated. 
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Equity Markets 
US 
- U.S. markets closed the four-day holiday week lower Friday as Hurricane Irma spun toward the coast of Florida and 

tensions on the Korean Peninsula accumulated into the weekend. Risk aversion prevailed Friday, with investors weighing 
the impact of a damages bill from Irma that could reach $200 billion. Insurance stocks were among the week’s worst 
performers. Markets largely remained in wait-and-see mode following a hydrogen bomb test by Pyongyang early in the 
week amid expectations of a possible missile test Saturday to coincide with North Korea’s founding day. Stocks edged up 
briefly Friday, however, after the House of Representatives passed a fiscal law extending the U.S. debt ceiling through 
Dec. 8. The Dow Jones fell 0.9% to 21,797.79. The S&P was down 0.6% to 2,461.43. The Nasdaq closed 1.2% lower at 
6,360.19. 

- Top-three credit checking company Equifax said Thursday that hackers had compromised detailed data on 143 million 
U.S. citizens. The breach, which was detected July 29, also included 209,000 credit card numbers. The extent of the hack 
implies that the majority of the U.S. adult population will now face a heightened risk of identity theft for several years, 
implying legal troubles for Equifax. Senator Mark Warner called the breach “a real threat to the economic security of 
Americans” and indicated it may spur renewed demand for tighter regulation. Equifax stock fell 13% to close the week at 
$123.23.   

- Delta Air Lines received a corporate credit rating upgrade on Thursday by Standard & Poor’s. The one-notch upgrade 
meant the Atlanta-based carrier held an investment-grade rating from all three principal ratings agencies. S&P upgraded 
Delta to BBB-, citing a series of measures taken to widen operating margins. Delta has also engineered a successful 
outcome from its merger with Northwest Airlines while fending off competition from the emergence of new low-cost 
alternatives such as Spirit Airlines. The stock closed at $47.45. 

- Shares in entertainment firms Walt Disney and Comcast suffered losses last week after the companies both issued 
disappointing updates. Walt Disney shares fell 4.4% on the previous week to $97.07 after chief executive Bob Iger said the 
company would revise down its earnings per share forecast by around 2.7% to $5.72, the same value as the previous 
financial year. A bad week was made worse after the company was forced to close its Disney World resort in Florida due 
to Hurricane Irma. Separately. shares in Comcast fell 7% to $38.21 after the firm said it would lose between 100,000 and 
150,000 subscribers in the third quarter. 

- Ratings agency S&P cut the corporate credit rating for Toys R Us to CCC+ on Thursday, a one-notch downgrade. The 
private retailer faces aggressive competition from online outfits as well as bricks and mortar superstores such as Walmart, 
which are lowering toy price margins to drive their grocery sales. Toys R Us has retained restructuring lawyers to examine 
options for a $400 million debt maturation due in 2018. The company has an analyst call scheduled for Sept. 26.     

- Aerospace manufacturer United Technologies and avionics firm Rockwell Collins announced a merger deal believed 
valued at up to $30 billion. The tie-up is the latest move toward consolidation among parts suppliers to Boeing, Airbus and 
other aviation companies. The new firm will be known as Collins Aerospace Systems; its chief executive will be incumbent 
Rockwell CEO Kelly Ortberg. Airbus and Boeing indicated Tuesday they could seek to obstruct the deal, presumably by 
lobbying Congress, citing competition grounds. The intervention caused shares in United Technologies to fall midweek. 
Planemakers can typically exercise significant influence over suppliers due to contractual clauses stipulating how parts are 
produced. Shares fell 5.7% to $111.21 at one point Tuesday, the largest one-day decline in two years, before retreating 
further to close the week at $109.55.    

UK 

- The FTSE 100 closed 0.8% lower to end the week at 7,377.60 amid risk aversion ahead of Hurricane Irma making land in 
Florida and a possible North Korean missile test. Mining stocks also fared poorly after Chinese external sector data 
showed exports rising at a slower pace of 5.5% year on year in August, elevating existing concerns for a broader 
slowdown. 

- Flag carrier British Airways said Thursday it would close the company’s final salary pension plan and transfer its 17,000 
members onto a newly defined benefit scheme. BA has the largest pension fund deficit in the United Kingdom relative to 
company revenue, and record-low interest rates and demographic changes have exacerbated the deficit in recent years. 
The carrier has a fractious history of labor relations in the UK, with cabin crew opting for strike action over pay as recently 
as August. The Unite and GMB unions, which represent cabin crew and other staff, called for urgent talks with 
management to clarify “the consequences the airline might face” from the decision to close the final salary scheme. 
International Consolidated Airlines Group shares closed at 593.5 pence. 

- Go-Ahead, the UK’s largest rail operator, announced a 5.7% fall in pre-tax profit to GBP150.6 million in the year to July 1. 
The reduction in profits came despite a 3.6% year-on-year rise in revenue to GBP3.48 billion. Go-Ahead operates the 
troubled Southern Rail franchise, which has generated persistent headlines in the UK for poor service due to extensive 
strike action and rows over staffing. Go-Ahead has revised down the planned operating margin on that service from 3% to 
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as low as 0.75%. However, the company plans to offset its challenging domestic contracts by targeting 15% to 20% of 
profit from international business. The shares closed Friday at 1,532.94 pence, representing a fall of around 32% in the 
year to date.   

- Sports Direct chairman Keith Hellawell survived a vote Wednesday after a majority of independent shareholders elected to 
retain the former police officer. Some 53.3% of independents voted with Hellawell, sinking an attempt by some fund 
managers to engineer his removal to push corporate governance reforms. The discount sports retailer has long been 
subject to criticism over its working practices and the role of its founder and chief executive Mike Ashley, who has used his 
majority shareholding to support Hellawell. Shares in the firm closed at 400 pence. 

- FTSE 100 listed housebuilder Barratt Developments said Wednesday that profits for the year jumped 12.1% to GBP765.1 
million on revenues of GBP4.7 billion. The company built 17,364 new units over the previous year, a small 0.4% increase 
year on year. Average valuation jumped 6% year-on-year, however, to GBP275,500. Shares in the UK’s largest 
housebuilder are up around 29% since the start of the year, and closed at 600 pence. 

- Merger-and-acquisition activity in Britain nearly doubled in the second quarter compared with the first three months of 
2017 to reach GBP30 billion. Some 155 deals were completed in the second quarter, including 24 foreign acquisitions by 
U.K. corporates, likely motivated in part by Sterling depreciation post-Brexit. There were 44 takeovers of UK corporates by 
foreign firms in the second quarter, a three-year low.  

Europe (ex. UK) 
- The Eurofirst 300 ended the week down 0.2% at 1,475.76 as traders unwound positions and waited on the impact of 

Hurricane Irma and a possible missile test by North Korea. The index touched 1,461 early in the week before recovering to 
close Friday with little change over the previous trading period. 

- French finance minister Bruno Le Maire announced a plan to change European Union tax treaties to tax technology 
companies on their turnover within each of the 28 member states, rather than profits. The proposal reportedly has the 
backing of larger European economies but would require unanimous approval by all 28 member states, including low-tax 
corporate hubs such as Ireland and Luxembourg, which have actively courted tech firms with friendly tax regimes. 

- The European Court of Justice ordered Thursday that a lower EU court review a EUR1.06 billion fine handed down to Intel 
in 2009 over antitrust violations. The 2009 case against Intel centered on the company’s use of incentives to obtain 
advantage over its main rival, Advanced Micro Devices. The review will be studied by several U.S. technology corporates 
that have fallen afoul of European regulators in recent years -- the EU initiated a major case against Qualcomm in 2015, 
for example. Intel shares closed at $35.19.    

- Prada announced a 5% year-on-year decline in revenue in the first half of 2017 to EUR1.5 billion. The company recorded 
net income lower at EUR116 million, a year-on-year decline of 18%. Chief executive Patrizio Bertelli said the firm was 
midway through reforms aimed at restructuring the company’s supply chains while strengthening its retailing partnerships. 
Prada shares fell 3.6% to HKD27.95 on the Hong Kong Stock Exchange, where it is listed.   

- Dulux paint manufacturer Akzo Nobel issued a profit warning Friday, citing ongoing problems in the paint and coatings 
markets in addition to foreign-exchange pressures. The Dutch chemicals firm said it would not meet a EUR100 million 
increase in operating profit this year. The company has endured a turbulent 2017 so far, after a EUR27 billion approach 
from rival PPG Industries fell apart. Akzo Nobel’s management is also wrestling with an attempt to spin off its specialty 
chemical division to focus on the retail paint and coatings business. Shares in Akzo Nobel ended the week at EUR78.10.   

- Chinese conglomerates Anbang Insurance Group and HNA Group held talks over acquiring a majority stake in Allianz, the 
world’s fourth-largest insurer by market value, for approximately $95 billion. Reuters reported the talks broke up after the 
Chinese duo concluded regulators would block the deal.  

Japan 
- The Nikkei 225 Index fell 2.1% to 19,274.82 to reach a four-month low amid heightened concern over a potential missile 

launch by North Korea to mark the country’s founding day. A downward revision in GDP growth to 2.5% from 4% for the 
second quarter was mostly priced in and did little to impact the index. 

- Three rival consortiums continued to vie for Toshiba’s semiconductor business into the weekend amid expectations a 
successful bid would be signed by Sept. 13. The three consortiums are led by Taiwan’s Foxconn, as well as U.S. 
companies Western Digital and Bain Capital. Apple, the largest customer for Toshiba’s memory chips, is involved in all 
three bids. The Foxconn bid is reportedly higher than the latest Western Digital offer, although the Taiwanese firm’s bid 
has attracted some concern over transfer of intellectual property to China. 

- The Financial Times reported Tuesday that Japan’s finance ministry would put up $12 billion in shares in national postal 
service Japan Post as early as next week. The additional offering would need to meet a November deadline for large-scale 
listings in Japan. Treasury Minister Taro Aso has said volatility from geopolitical moves in the Korean Peninsula could 
determine the timing of a sale, which would be the first offering since the government listed the post office two years ago. 

- The national Nuclear Regulation Authority said Wednesday that it had approved security upgrades at a nuclear plant 
located on the western coast of Niigata prefecture.  The announcement could be a precursor to government permitting 
Tokyo Electric Power Co. (Tepco) to restart two reactors at the world’s largest nuclear power station. The government 
ordered the Kashiwazaki-Kariwa reactors to close following a 2011 earthquake and subsequent disaster at Tepco’s 
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Fukushima facility. Official permission could arrive in the autumn following a period of local consultation. Local opposition 
to reopening the plant remains strong. Shares in Tepco closed at JPY448. 

- Nissan unveiled its second-generation model of Leaf electric vehicle Wednesday at a lower price than rivals GM, Tesla 
and BMW. The Leaf 2 model also has a slightly longer range per charge at 400 kilometers, compared with GM’s Bolt and 
BMW’s i3 models. Nissan hopes to recapture its erstwhile position as the leading innovator in the electric vehicle segment 
after losing some ground to Tesla. At around $29,000 Nissan sees the Leaf as a mass-market alternative to Tesla’s Model 
3, which starts from $35,000. Shares in Nissan closed Friday at JPY1,090.    

Asia-Pacific (ex. Japan) 
- Mainland China’s Shanghai Composite Index was broadly flat for the week after closing 1.88 points lower to end the 

trading period at 3,365.24. Government data in August showed exports rising 5.5% year-on-year while imports increased 
13.3%. The index was 3.59% higher in the year to date. 

- Hong Kong’s Hang Seng index closed 1.1% lower at 27,668.47. The index remains the star performer among Asia-Pacific 
indices this year -- up 25.79% in 2017 

- Taiwan’s Taiex was little changed for the week after edging up 0.1% to close at 10,609.95. 
- South Korea’s Kospi declined 0.6% to end the week at 2,343.72. The exporter-led local benchmark has increased 16.35% 

in the year to date on the back of recovering outbound shipments and improved earnings. The Kospi was the sole decliner 
among main Asia-Pacific indices last week, however, as investors waited on a possible missile launch by Pyongyang. 

- The Singapore Straits Times Index finished the week 1.5% lower on 3,228.56. The local benchmark remains 15.8% above 
a one-year low of 2,787.27 recorded in November. 

Emerging Markets 
- Brazil’s Bovespa closed 1.2% higher at 73,078.85. The index rose after Brazil’s central bank announced a 100 basis point 

cut to its Selic policy rate late Wednesday and Congress passed a number of fiscal items. In addition, a finance ministry 
announcement midweek indicated the state would review its veto rights in strategic companies, elevating optimism over 
the direction of reform. Shares in state utility Centrais Elétricas Brasileiras and planemaker Embraer both ended the week 
higher. 

- Mexico’s IPC lost 2% to end the week at 50,083.80, a one-month low. U.S. Commerce Secretary Wilbur Ross reiterated in 
a Washington Post interview Friday that President Donald Trump could withdraw from the North America Free Trade 
Agreement if renegotiations with Canada and Mexico broke down. Last week the country recorded its most-powerful 
earthquake in more than a century off Chiapas State, while emergency responders scrambled to prepare for Hurricane 
Katia approaching from the Gulf of Mexico. 

- India’s BSE moved 0.6% lower to close at 31,687.52, commensurate with falls across Asia-Pacific indices. Institutional 
investors have engaged heavily in BSE stocks in 2017 compared with last year, pushing the 30-share benchmark up more 
than 19% in the year to date. 

- Russia’s RSTI fell 1.5% to 1,117.06. The governor of Russia’s central bank said the board would discuss the merit of a 25- 
or 50-basis point cut to its policy rate at a meeting next week.  

 

Alternative Assets 
- Oil prices moved higher this week as Reuters reported Saudi Arabia would cut its oil exports by 350,000 barrel per day in 

October. Saudi Arabia’s pledge to reduce exports sees the kingdom, in concert with other OPEC producers, attempting to 
force oil inventories below the five-year average. U.S. demand for oil is expected to dip in the short term, however, due to 
the effects of hurricanes in Florida and Texas. November Brent crude moved up $1 from the previous week to $53.75 on 
London’s ICE Futures Exchange. West Texas Intermediate crude recorded a weekly rise of 0.4% to $47.48 on the New 
York Mercantile Exchange. 

- Gold futures closed up 1.6% at $1,351.20. Geopolitical tensions supported demand for gold last week as investors sought 
safer asset classes ahead of an expected show of military force by the North Korean government. 

 

Fixed Income 
US 
- The yield on benchmark 10-year Treasury notes fell to 2.0520% from 2.1670% a week earlier. U.S. Treasuries yields fell to 

their lowest level since Nov. 9, the day after Donald Trump was voted into the White House. 
- The U.S. economy is likely to continue to grow at a "slightly above-trend pace," underpinned by favorable fundamentals, 

such as "low unemployment, sturdy job gains, and rising wages," said New York President William Dudley on Thursday. 
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As long as the upbeat economic trend continues, "the Fed will likely continue to remove monetary policy accommodation 
gradually," he said. 

- The median policy recommendation of a survey of monetary policy rules calls for a third interest rate increase this year 
and three in 2018, matching the Federal Reserve's latest forecast, but individual rules produce a wide range of policy 
results that are also sensitive to the input data used, a Federal Reserve economist told MNI in an exclusive interview.  

- Federal Reserve Bank of Cleveland President Loretta Mester said Thursday that she would be comfortable with another 
interest rate increase by the end of the year and that she sees no specific level of inflation that would be a precondition to 
that next tightening move. "I am comfortable raising rates again this year," and "if the economy keeps evolving the way I 
anticipate it wouldn't be a surprise," she told reporters after delivering a speech to the Economic Club of Pittsburgh. 

- The U.S. international trade gap rose very slightly in July to $43.7 billion, smaller than the $44.8 billion gap expected and 
following a revised smaller $43.5 billion gap in June, data released by the Commerce Department Wednesday morning 
showed.  The modestly larger trade gap was the result of a 0.3% decline in exports that was partially offset by a 0.2% 
decrease in imports.   

- All 12 Federal Reserve districts reported modest or moderate economic growth in the past two months, the latest Beige 
Book survey showed Wednesday, up from the 10 reporting those levels of growth in the previous period. The survey -- 
which informs the Federal Open Market Committee at its Sept. 19-20 meeting -- was conducted by the Chicago Fed 
before Aug. 28 and the landfall of Hurricane Harvey which devastated Houston, the U.S.'s fourth largest city, and other 
areas along the Gulf Coast.  

UK 
- The yield on 10-year Gilts closed at 0.9900% from 1.0570% a week earlier following better-than-expected manufacturing 

activity in July and improved Sterling performance. 
- The National Institute of Economic and Social Research estimated that UK GDP grew by 0.4% in the three months 

through August on the previous three months, and it predicted that third quarter growth would also run at this pace. If third 
quarter growth does come in at 0.4% on the quarter, this would be a touch quicker than the Bank of England Monetary 
Policy Committee had forecast. The August MPC minutes noted that growth had been estimated at 0.3% for the second 
quarter, and on balance the MPC thought "that GDP growth was likely to remain at its recent pace into the third quarter." 

- The British public expects inflation to flat-line for a couple of years at a level markedly above the Bank of England's 2% 
inflation target, the latest BOE/TNS survey found. In the August TNS survey, conducted for the central bank, Public 
expectations for inflation a year ahead were 2.8% and 2.7% for the year after that before rising to 3.4% in five years' time. 
These were barely changed from May, with year-ahead expectations then at 2.8% and also 2.8% for two years' ahead, 
with five-year-out expectations at 3.3%. 

- The UK trade gap narrowed sharply in July, while the second quarter deficit was revised lower, presenting the possibility 
that net trade could lift later revisions of gross domestic product. Over the month of July, the total trade gap fell to 
GBP2.872 billion, from a revised GBP2.914 billion in June, compared with the MNI median forecast of a GBP3.5 billion 
shortfall. The June deficit was originally reported to be a much-wider GBP4.564 billion. Total exports fell by 0.2% to 
GBP49.631 billion in July, while imports declined by 0.2% to GBP52.503 billion. 

- Industrial production rose in July, thanks to a rebound in auto production, while construction output contracted, suggesting 
a mixed economic picture at the start of the third quarter. Total production rose by 0.2% in July, just below the MNI median 
forecast of a 0.3% gain. On an annual basis, production increased by 0.4%, matching the MNI median forecast. 

- UK house price growth picked up in August, data from the Halifax, Britain’s leading leading mortgage provider, showed. 
The Halifax UK House Price Index increased 1.1% in August on an annualized basis, while it rose 2.6% in the three 
months through August, up from July's reading of 2.1%, which was a four-year low. 

- UK service sector activity lost ground in August, recording the weakest rise in business activity in 11 months, a survey 
published Tuesday showed. The August Services PMI survey by IHS Markit, conducted for the Chartered Institute for 
Procurement and Supply, fell 0.6 points to 53.2 from 53.8 in July, below the MNI median of 53.5. Despite the fall, the index 
registered above the 50.0 no-change value for the thirteenth consecutive month. 

- While UK wage growth has been subdued in recent months, a survey of recruitment consultants found growth in pay 
packages was gaining momentum amid high staff demand and falling candidate availability. The Recruitment and 
Employment Confederation/Markit survey found the measure of permanent pay growth rise for the fourth consecutive 
month, up 0.9 points to 61.5 in August. The pickup in the Permanent Salaries Index came as the Jobs Vacancies Index 
rose to 65.1 in August from 63.8 in July, a 25-month high, and the stock of candidates to choose from continued to shrink. 
The Availability of Staff index fell to 35.2 in August, down from 35.7 in July, fixed securely in contractionary territory. 

- EU negotiators have told the UK that it was up to the Westminster government to come up with solutions to the Irish 
border question in a new "guiding principles" paper published Thursday. Issues surrounding Ireland and Northern Ireland 
are one of the key areas where "sufficient progress" is required by October for the EU to allow for talks on future 
relationship to be launched -- something the UK has been pushing for with increasing fervor in recent weeks. "The onus to 
propose solutions which overcome the challenges created on the island of Ireland by the United Kingdom's withdrawal 
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from the European Union and its decision to leave the customs union and the internal market remains on the United 
Kingdom," the EU paper reads. 

Europe (ex. UK) 
- The yield on 10-year Bunds closed at 0.3120% from 0.3790% a week prior. European Central Bank chief Mario Draghi 

said Thursday that the bank would arrive at a decision in October over the direction of its stimulus program, adding that 
recent Euro strength could prove an increasingly important factor in the determination. 

- Euro area economic growth in the second quarter of 2017 gained pace on both an annual and quarterly basis, though the 
rate of acceleration was much higher on an annual basis, data released by Eurostat on Thursday showed. The updated 
second flash estimate confirmed GDP growth at 0.6% q/q in the second quarter, up from the 0.5% q/q in the first quarter. 
On the year, GDP rose to 2.3% y/y (revised upward from 2.2% y/y in first flash reading) from 2% in the previous quarter 
(revised upward from 1.9% y/y in first flash reading), underlining the recovery in the economies of the Eurozone. The 
fastest growing nations in the Eurozone in Q2 consisted of the Netherlands (calendar adj 1.5% q/q ), Estonia (1.3% q/q) 
and Latvia (1.2% q/q). 

- European Central Bank President Mario Draghi took the first step to a "soft" QE tapering of the bank's EUR2.3 trillion 
bond-buying plan on Thursday, seeking to reduce stimulus to the Eurozone economy without driving the euro higher. 
Draghi told journalists the Governing Council had had a "very preliminary" discussion of tapering options at Thursday's 
meeting and that "the bulk" of the decisions necessary "to calibrate" QE bond buying beyond the end of the year would 
probably be taken in October. But the ECB president tried to walk a fine line, saying that a "broad, robust, solid recovery" 
would eventually boost inflation but acknowledging that the rising euro represented both a concern and a constraint. "The 
recent volatility in the exchange rate represents a source of uncertainty which requires monitoring with regard to its 
possible implications for the medium-term outlook for price stability," Draghi said. 

- Bundesbank President Jens Weidmann said Friday that uncertainty over the Eurozone inflation outlook was "quite large" 
and explained the European Central Bank's cautious view of monetary policy. Speaking in Hamburg, Weidmann said "the 
forecasts presented yesterday show that the increase in inflation will only be sluggish and that the uncertainty about the 
future inflation path is quite large.” Weidmann said that "for this reason, the Governing Council has decided to wait and 
see the monetary policy situation in the near future.” 

- As long as the European Central Bank acts in a 'sensible' manner, the prospective unwind of quantitative easing should 
not pose a threat to Eurosystem ratings, a senior sovereign debt strategist at a leading credit ratings agency told Market 
News. "Our overall assumption is that ECB will be sensible with this and won't want to trigger a crisis it has devoted so 
much time and money to avoid," said Nichola James, the co-head of sovereign debt at ratings agency DBRS. 

Japan 
- The yield on 10-year JGBs moved up to -0.0050 from -0.0090 one week earlier after geopolitical tension and concerns 

over the U.S. debt ceiling boosted foreign demand for 10-year maturities.  
- Sentiment among Japanese businesses and consumers remains resilient despite some negative effects due to the threat 

of North Korean nuclear weapons and missile attacks as well as what looks to be a temporary damper from bad weather. 
The Economy Watchers sentiment index for Japan's current economic climate stood at 49.7 in August, unchanged from 
July, when it posted the first month-on-month drop in four months on a seasonally adjusted basis, data released Friday 
showed. 

- Real Q2 GDP was revised down to +0.6% on quarter, or an annualized +2.5%, from the preliminary estimate of +1.0% on 
quarter, or an annualized 4.0%. The downward revision came from domestic demand. Its contribution to overall growth 
was revised down to +0.9 percentage point from the preliminary estimate of +1.3 percentage points. Capital investment 
was revised down to +0.5% on quarter, or an annualized 2.1%, from the initial reading of +2.4% on quarter, or an 
annualized 9.9%. It was the third consecutive quarter-on-quarter rise after +0.5% in Q1. 

- The results of the new 30-year Japanese government bond auction Thursday were slightly weaker than expected, sending 
September 10-year bond futures prices lower. The Ministry of Finance sold Y658.3 billion of the 30-year bonds, with the 
lowest accepted price of 99.00, lower than the 99.10 expected by market players. The tail stemming from the gap between 
the average and accepted lowest prices widened to 0.21 from 0.10 at the previous auction in August. A smaller number 
means that investor demand is stronger. 

- The results of the new 10-year Japanese government bonds auctioned Tuesday came in slightly weaker than expected, 
sending September 10-year bond futures lower. September bond futures fell to 151.16 from 151.20 just before the results 
were released. At midday, the futures contract had ended down 0.01 from Monday's close of 151.21. The tail stemming 
from the gap of between the average and accepted lowest prices widened to 0.05 from 0.01 at the previous auction in 
August. A smaller number means that investors' demand for the bonds is stronger. 

- The Bank of Japan is taking advantage of tight bond market conditions and geopolitical risks to scale back its buying of 
Japanese government debt to make it easier to eventually exit from massive monetary stimulus, but the central bank does 
not consider the current slowdown in JGB purchases as a "tapering" of current easy policy, MNI understands. The BOJ 
stands ready to further reduce the scale of its purchase of Japanese government bonds if market conditions allow it to do 
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so. BOJ officials define tapering as "reducing the scale of bond buying as a policy objective," not the current "passive" cuts 
in JGB purchases in response to recent market conditions. 

- Preliminary average wage data from the Monthly Labor Survey were released by the Ministry of Health, Labor and Welfare 
on Wednesday. Total monthly average cash earnings per regular employee in Japan fell 0.3% on year to Y371,808 in July, 
posting the first year-on-year drop in 14 months after rising 0.4% in June, but the gradual uptrend remains intact. The 
decrease was caused by a preliminary decline in summer bonuses and continued weak overtime pay. But "special pay" 
including bonuses may be revised up sharply when data from more surveyed firms are added later, as was the case for 
June. In real terms, average wages slumped 0.8% on year, the second straight drop after falling 0.1% in the previous 
month. The weak trend was caused by the recent rise in the cost of living, with the total CPI minus imputed rents up 0.6% 
on year in July, amid slow base wage hikes. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: Market News International 
The information is based on management forecasts and reflects prevailing conditions and our views as of this date, all of which are accordingly subject to 
change. In preparing this document, we have relied upon and assumed, without independent verification, the accuracy and completeness of all information 
available from public sources or which was provided to us by or on behalf of the potential investor or which was otherwise reviewed by us. No responsibility can 
be accepted for errors of fact or opinion.  
Past performance and any forecasts are not necessarily a guide to future or likely performance. You should remember that the value of investments can go 
down as well as up and is not guaranteed. Exchange rate changes may cause the value of the overseas investments to rise or fall. 
The information contained in this document is provided for information purpose only and does not constitute any solicitation and offering of investment products.  
Potential investors should be aware that such investments involve market risk and should be regarded as long-term investments. 
Derivatives carry a high degree of risk and should only be considered by sophisticated investors. 
The investments mentioned in this document may not be suitable to all investors. The information contained in this document is provided for reference only and 
does not constitute any investment advice. Investors are advised to seek independent advice before making any investment decision. Past performance is not 
indicative of future performance. Investment involves risk and investors may not get back the amount originally invested. Please read the relevant offering 
document carefully, in particular fund features and the risks involved in investing in the fund. 
Schroder Investment Management (Hong Kong) Limited is regulated by the SFC. Non-Hong Kong residents are responsible for observing all applicable laws and 
regulations of their relevant jurisdictions before proceeding to access the information contained herein. The document has not been reviewed by the SFC and 
may contain information of non-SFC authorized funds. Issued by Schroder Investment Management (Hong Kong) Limited. 


